FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: February 3, 2020

IN BRIEF: Revolt. She Said. Revolt Again. by Alice Birch, Directed by MFA Director Sloan Thompson

SINGLE TICKETS: Adults: $24.50. Seniors: $16.50. Students: $11.50, Youth: $5. VENUE: Frederic Wood Theatre, 6354 Crescent Rd. BOX OFFICE: 604.822.2678 or box.office@ubc.ca or www.ubctheatretickets.com | WEBSITE: www.theatrefilm.ubc.ca Media Contact: Andrea Rabinovitch. Andrea.rabinovitch@ubc.ca, Office: 604.822.3723

“Most importantly this play should not be well behaved.”
(Stage Directions)

A non-linear, post-modern manifesto, Revolt. She Said. Revolt Again. by Alice Birch (2014) reacts ferociously to different aspects of life as a woman: sex, marriage, work, and family responsibility, to name a few. Radically critiquing our oppression of the feminine voice and body, each self-contained episode connects thematically in a feminist voice, not through tiny steps, but through a rioting race of deconstructing language, symbols, and institutions. In director Sloan Thompson’s able hands, the humour juxtaposes the visceral hit of the text, using our designers’ considerable talents that transform this amazing play off the page and onto the Frederic Wood Theatre stage.

* Warning: nudity, depictions of violence, sexual content, strong language.

** Please note the periods on the name: Revolt. She Said. Revolt Again.

Cast
All are listed as Ensemble: Holly Collis Handford, Hana Cripton-Inglis, Karthik Kadam, Aidan LeBlanc, Pamela Carolina Martinez, Drew Ogle, Shannon Poole, Laura Grace Reynolds, Ava Maria Safai, Charmaine Sibanda, Alain Tahir, David Volpov

Director Sloan Thompson; Costume Design Sherry Yang; Scenic Design Emily Dotson; Lighting Design Jacob Wan; Sound Design Zach Levis; Stage Manager Evan Ren; Intimacy Director Phay Moores; Fight Directors Mike Kovak & Ryan Bolton